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Abstract 

The tracking of players in monocular soccer videos is a challenging task because of numerous difficulties that can occur 
especially in TV broadcasts, such as camera motions, severe occlusion of players, or inhomogeneous lightning conditions. 
We propose a new robust method for multi-player tracking, which is based on finding local maxima on a confidence map. 
This map represents an ensemble of visual evidences, such as colors of the team outfits, responses of a HOG human 
detector, and grass regions in images. This combination of features allows for a robust online tracking procedure that does 
not require any further information about the camera calibration or other user input. In the evaluation using four 
representative datasets, our algorithm shows remarkable accuracy and outperforms a state-of-the-art pedestrian tracker. 
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1. Introduction 

We aim to develop a system for an automatic analysis of soccer matches that extracts match statistics and 
performs tactical analysis from monocular recordings, such as TV broadcasts, which usually exhibit numerous 
difficulties. One important task of such a system is the 2D tracking of players in the video images. For this 
purpose, we propose a new robust unsupervised online method that provides three main contributions: 
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Figure 1: From left to right: original image, segmentation results, confidence map, and detection results (with confidence values). 

 An observation model that is based on a combination of soccer-specific features (grass color), match-
specific features (colors of team outfits), and universal features (HOG detector) resulting in a robust 
confidence map for player positions (see sections 2 and 3 and Figure 1). 

 An efficient measurement model that finds optimal locations on a confidence map starting at predicted 
positions of single-target Kalman filters [1] (see section 4). 

 An efficient player detection, avoiding time-consuming tracking-by-detection (see section 4). 
In human tracking, the tracking-by-detection approach is widely used for multi-target tracking (see i.e. [2], 

[3]). Human detectors often show low accuracy and poor computational performance for small objects, while 
in soccer videos, especially in low-resolution records and wide-angle scenes, player heights of 40 pixels and 
less are quite common. In contrast, kernel-based approaches, such as the mean-shift tracking [4], often require 
an initialization of the templates and risk drifting away, due to object-specific template adaption. 

Zhang et al. [5] proposed an online method with a combination of tracking-by-detection and kernel-based 
tracking and achieved state-of-the-art results using standard pedestrian tracking data sets. 

In principle, our approach is similar, but we use soccer-specific knowledge to automatically detect players 
without an exhaustive sliding-window approach. Our observation model is partially based on the ideas of 
ASPOGAMO [6], but incorporates more universal features, such as the HOG detector, and does not need any 
human-guided initialization. It is similar to the method proposed by [7], which is, however, a stand-alone 
player detection and does not incorporate tracking information over time. 

2. Preliminaries 

Player positions. In our approach, the position of a player 푝  is modeled within an image 푰풕 at time 푡 using 
an axis-aligned bounding box 푩풊 ≔ {(푥, 푦) ∈ ℕ |(푥 ≤ 푥 < 푥 +  푤 ) ∧ (푦 ≤ 푦 < 푦 + ℎ )}, where (푥 , 푦 ) 
is the upper-left corner and 푤  and ℎ  are width and height, respectively. A bounding box describes the extent 
of a player in the image and in our method the aspect ratio is fixed to 푤 ≔ 0.41ℎ  (see [8]). 

Player segmentation. Our confidence map is based on segmented player regions in the image and we use 
a robust grass segmentation method following [9]. This procedure takes as input a RGB image 푰풕 at time 푡 and 
returns an image region 푯풕, describing the enclosing hull of the playing field, and a foreground region 푭풕, 
which, under ideal circumstances, covers the image region of all players in the visible part of the playing field 
(see Figure 1). Due to noise and movement artefacts usually not all players are segmented properly, whereas 
parts of other foreground objects, such as field lines, can be included. 

Unsupervised generation of color templates. According to the FIFA rules [10], the colors of the jerseys 
have to be chosen so that the players from different teams, the referees, and the goal keepers are all pair wise 
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distinguishable. We make use of this fact by initially determining color templates for each type of outfit, 
based on color histograms. 

Given the first frame 푰ퟎ of a video sequence, our automatic detection procedure (see section 5) returns 
player positions represented by a set of 푛  bounding boxes 푩ퟎ ≔ 푩ퟏ

ퟎ, … ,푩풏ퟎ
ퟎ . We extract the set of RGB 

color vectors of 푰ퟎ for the pixels within 푩ퟏ
ퟎ ∪ …∪ 푩풏ퟎ

ퟎ ∩ 푭ퟎ and cluster this set by applying the k-means++ 
algorithm [11] using the Euclidean distance. The cluster centers are the 푘  dominant color vectors that 
represent the 푘  bins of our color histograms. A color vector is assigned to the bin that is represented by the 
nearest dominant color. We divide each bounding box 푩풊

ퟎ to its equal-sized top, mid, and bottom parts 푻푩풊
ퟎ, 

푴푩풊
ퟎ, and 푩푩풊

ퟎ and calculate three histograms with respect to 푻푩풊
ퟎ ∩ 푭ퟎ, 푴푩풊

ퟎ ∩ 푭ퟎ, and 푩푩풊
ퟎ ∩ 푭ퟎ. This takes 

into account that a player’s outfit changes from top to bottom, regarding jersey, shorts and socks. Stacking 
and normalizing result in a feature unit vector with 3푘  entries for each bounding box. 

To calculate the distance of two normalized histogram vectors 풉ퟏ and 풉ퟐ, we use the Hellinger distance as 
proposed by [4] and define 푑 (풉ퟏ,풉ퟐ) ≔ 푑 (풉ퟏ,풉ퟐ) with 푑 (풉ퟏ,풉ퟐ) ∶= 1 − Σ 풉ퟏ(푖)풉ퟐ(푖). 

We try to estimate the number of different outfits among the given bounding boxes by clustering the set of 
histogram vectors using k-means++ with 푘 = 1, … , 5 (there are five different possible outfits: 2 x players, 2 x 
goalkeepers, 1 x referees) using the distance 푑 . We choose 푘  as the smallest 푘 for which the result of the 
clustering fulfills our decision criterion: for a given set of 푙 histogram vectors 풉ퟏ, … ,풉풍 and their 푘 cluster 
centers 풐ퟏ, … ,풐풌, each vector 풉풊 is assigned to its cluster center 풐(풉풊) and we define the minimum distance as 
푑 ∶=  min 푑 (풉풊,풐(풉풊)) and the maximum distance as 푑 ∶= max 푑 (풉풊,풐(풉풊)). With the threshold 
parameters 푡  and 푡 , our decision criterion is (푑 ≤  푡 ) ∧  (푑 ≤  푡 ). During tracking each 
tracked bounding box is assigned to the outfit class with nearest distance 푑  at the moment of detection. 

HOG-based human detection. We trained a human detector based on histograms of oriented gradients 
(HOG) according to [12] with some slight modifications to their default detector. We use a 64×128 pixel 
detection window with a human size of 41×100 pixel (see [8]). To allow for an efficient calculation, we do 
not apply a Gaussian spatial window during the accumulation of the histograms. To avoid soccer-specific 
overfitting, the classifier is trained using the INRIA pedestrian data set [12].  

3. Confidence map for player positions 

We construct a function that describes a degree of quality of the image evidence 푰풕, given a set 푩풕 ≔
푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏풕

풕  of bounding boxes at time 푡. We assign each bounding box 푩풊
풕 ∈ 푩풕 to the connected component 

of the foreground 푭풕 with the greatest overlap. If 푩풊
풕 ∩ 푭풕 = ∅, we assign 푩풊

풕 to an empty region. Hence, the 
result is a set of image regions 푺풕 ≔ {푹ퟏ풕 , … ,푹풎풕

풕 }, where each 푹풋풕 ∈ 푺풕 has a set of assigned bounding boxes 
푩 ≔ 풋푩ퟏ

풕 , … , 풋푩풏푹
풕 . In the following, fractions are only calculated if the denominator is not zero. 

Otherwise, they are omitted. We perform all calculations for each region 푹풋풕 and its assigned bounding boxes 
independently. For the purpose of clearness we omit the index 푗 and set 푛 ≔ 푛(푹풋풕) ∈ ℕ ∖ {0}. In most cases 
푛 = 1. Cases with 푛 > 1occur for example if one player is partly occluded by another player in the image.  

Region-based evidence. Our region-based features are inspired by the compactness constraint and the size 
constraint of [6] and are based on the assumption that an image region of one or more players should be fully 
covered by bounding boxes. The coverage feature 푐  describes the degree of coverage of the connected 
component 푹풕 by the union of the bounding boxes and is defined as 

                              푐 (푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏푹

풕 ,푹풕) ≔ area (푩ퟏ
풕 ∪ …∪ 푩풏푹

풕 ) ∩ 푹풕 /area(푹풕).                              (1) 
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The over-coverage feature 푐  penalizes regions inside the bounding boxes that are not covered by the 
foreground region. To favor positions where 푹풕 is evenly spread along the horizontal axis, each bounding box 
푩풊
풕 is divided to the upper half  풖푩풊

풕 and the lower half  풍푩풊
풕 and we define 

                          푐 (푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏푹

풕 ,푹풕) ≔ 1 − max max
∈{ , }

area(풐푩풊
풕\푹풕)/area(풐푩풊

풕).                            (2) 

The overlap feature 푐  takes into account that in general the bounding boxes of two players do not fully 
overlap (except in the rare case of full occlusion). It is defined as 

                            푐 (푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏푹

풕 ,푹풕) ≔ 1 − max
,

area(푩풊
풕 ∩ 푩풋

풕)/area(푩풊
풕 ∪ 푩풋

풕).                            (3) 

Color-based evidence. The color-based confidence 푐  is based on the dominant colors and the outfit 
classes (see section 2). The normalized color histogram vector 풉(푩풊

풕) ∈ ℝ  is calculated with respect to 
푩풊
풕 ∩ 푹풄풕 . We set 푹풄풕 ∶= 푹풕, if area(푹풕) > 0. Otherwise, 푹풄풕  is the largest axis-aligned inner ellipse of 푩풊

풕. Each 
bounding box has an assigned outfit class with histogram vector 풐(푩풊

풕) ∈ ℝ  and we define 

                                   푐 (푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏푹

풕 ,푹풕) ≔ 1 − 훱  푑 풉(푩풊
풕),풐(푩풊

풕) .                                     (4) 

HOG-based evidence. We use a human detector, trained as described in section 2. A resized sub-image 
with size 64 × 128 pixel is generated for each bounding box 푩풊

풕 , so that the height of the bounding box 
corresponds to 100 pixels in the sub-image, the sub-image has the same center point as the bounding box, and 
the aspect ratio of the pixels remains unchanged. This sub-image is used to perform a classification of the 
human detector. The result of the classifier is a decision value 푑 (푩풊

풕) ∈ ℝ, which is mapped using the 
parameters 푢  and 푣 to 푑 푩풊

풕|푢 , 푣 ≔ (푑 (푩풊
풕) − 푢 )/(푣 − 푢 ) . The confidence is defined by the 

geometric mean 

                     푐 푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏푹

풕 ,푹풕 푢 , 푣 ) ≔ 훱 max (1, min(0,푑′ 푩풊
풕|푢 , 푣 ).                        (5) 

Gating. During tracking we additionally incorporate a gating term, based on the distance to the predicted 
location of the tracker (if available). For each bounding box 푩풊

풕, we calculate the Euclidean distance of its 
center point to the center point of the corresponding predicted bounding box 푷풊풕, normalized by the length of 
the diagonal of 푷풊풕 and trimmed to a maximum value of 1. The gating confidence 푐  is defined by one minus 
the mean distance of the bounding boxes 푩ퟏ

풕 , … ,푩풏푹
풕  and their corresponding predictions. 

Ensemble averaging. The single features 푐 , 푖 ∈ {1, … 6} are combined by weighted ensemble averaging 
using the weights 푤 , 푖 ∈ {1, … 6}, resulting in the overall confidence function 푐(푩ퟏ

풕 , … ,푩풏푹
풕 ,푹풕), which we 

define as follows: 

                                       푐(푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏푹

풕 ,푹풕) ≔ 훴푤 푐 (푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏푹

풕 ,푹풕)/훴푤 .                                         (6) 

Note that 푐(푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏푹

풕 ,푹풕) ∈ [0; 1] because ∀푖: 푐 푩ퟏ
풕 , … ,푩풏푹

풕 ,푹풕 ∈ [0; 1]. For 푹풕 = ∅, we set 푤 ≔ 0 and 
푤 ≔ 0 and if there is only one object (푛 = 1), we omit the overlap feature and set 푤 ≔ 0. 

Maximization of the confidence. For every new time step, we search for positions with a local maximum 
on the confidence map near the Kalman predictions. To keep the number of calculations low, we propose a 
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simple greedy heuristic: we iteratively optimize the confidence with respect to the positions of the bounding 
boxes, while their sizes and the region 푹풕 remain fixed, thus for 푛  bounding boxes, we have 2푛  variables. In 
each iteration of the maximization procedure, we evaluate the confidence map at 2푛 + 1 positions near the 
current position and determine the position with the highest confidence value. If this value is higher than the 
value at the current position, the iteration continues, starting at the best position. Otherwise, the iteration stops 
with the current position as the result. Usually, our efficient greedy approach stops after 2-3 iterations and 
shows, however, satisfactory results. 

The 2푛 + 1 positions in the neighborhood arise as follows: first the gradient of 푐 is approximated using a 
finite forward difference (with step size Δ푥 ≔ 8), which results in 2푛  evaluations of the confidence map 
(instead of 4푛  using central difference). Then one step (likewise with step size Δ푥) in the direction of the 
gradient is taken for the remaining evaluation. 

Measurement of object size. Mainly due to perspective projection the size of a player in the image 
depends on the image position. To enforce consistency, we normalize the sizes of the predicted bounding 
boxes before the maximization step. For this purpose, we fit a linear model using a least-squares approach, 
where the height ℎ is the dependent and the coordinate 푦 is the independent variable. Afterwards, the height 
of each bounding box is adapted according to this model and the width is determined by 푤 ≔ 0.41ℎ (see [8]). 

After the maximization step, for each bounding box 푩풊
풕 we iterate several steps of scale with respect to the 

original size and take the size with the best confidence value 푐  as a resulting measurement, which results 
in the final measurement quality 푞 푩풊

풕 ≔ 푐 . 

4. Player tracking 

We perform multi-target tracking by applying a single-target Kalman filter [1] for each tracked bounding 
box. A new measurement is generated by an optimization step with respect to the confidence map using the 
Kalman prediction as the starting position. The detection of new and lost targets is performed with the help of 
deterministic heuristics, which are guided by the confidence map. 

State and measurement model. The state of player 푝 is represented by a six-tuple 표 ≔
(푥  푦  푥̇  푦̇  푤  ℎ ) , where 푥 , 푦 , 푤 , and ℎ  are the parameters of the bounding box, and 푥̇  and 푦̇  are the 
velocity in 푥 and 푦, respectively. We apply a constant size and constant velocity model. Thus, the changes in 
size and the acceleration of the objects are implicitly modeled by the process noise. Measurements are 
performed for the position and the size variables.  

Loss and detection of players during tracking. During tracking a tracked bounding box 푩풊
풕 is removed if 

its measurement quality 푞(푩풊
풕) is below a threshold 푡  in two frames in a row or if it has a significant 

overlap with another tracked bounding box (with higher measurement quality) in more than four frames in a 
row. 

In return, connected components that fulfill some size constraints according to the linear size model are 
considered as single player candidates and for these positions the confidence map is evaluated and 
maximized. Single player candidates that have a measurement quality 푞(푩풊

풕)  greater than or equal to a 
threshold 푡  in two frames in a row are added to the tracked bounding boxes. 

Initial player detection. For the initial player detection, we select connected components of the 
foreground region 푭ퟎ  with an appropriate orientation and aspect ratio as single player candidates. In the 
neighborhood of each candidate, we perform a sliding-window human detection with a scale space which 
depends on the size of the candidate region. The positive detections are used to fit our linear size model. The 
human detection is repeated in the neighborhood of all connected components of 푭ퟎ with a restricted scale 
space depending on the position of the region in the image. Again, the positive detections are used to fit the 
size model and to estimate the team histograms (see section 2). These detections are the starting point for the 
first maximization step resulting in the initial player positions. 
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5. Implementation details and evaluation results 

Figure 2: MOTA (top row) and MOTP (bottom row) results (in dependence of the overlap threshold) of the proposed tracking procedure 
in comparison with the procedure of Zhang et al. [5]. Results are given for each data set (GH, BL, ISSIA, VS) from left to right. 

In our implementation we set the number of dominant colors 푘 ≔ 64 as an estimated upper bound for 
five outfits with each three four-colored parts (jersey, short, socks). The other parameters are determined 
empirically and set as follows: 푡 ≔ 0.1, 푡 ≔ 0.25, 푢 ≔ −4, 푣 ≔ 0.5,푤 ≔ 0.75, 푤 ≔ 0.4, 푤 ≔
0.05, 푤 ≔ 1.0, 푤 ≔ 0.5, 푤 ≔ 0.05, 푡 ≔ 0.35, and 푡 ∶= 0.7. We evaluate our system with the 
help of MOTA and MOTP [13] and use manually annotated ground truth of the following video sequences: 
 German – Holland, TV broadcast, SD, 37s, 925 frames (GH) 
 Bayern Munich – OSC Lille, TV broadcast, HD, 15s, 752 frames (BL) 
 ISSIA-CNR Camera 3, static camera, Full-HD, 120s, 3000 frames, online available [14] (ISSIA) 
 VS-PETS Camera 3 Test, static camera, 720x576, 100s, 2500 frames, online available [15]  (VS) 

Ground-truth and tracked bounding boxes are fixed to an aspect ratio 0.41:1 as proposed in [8]. Some 
annotated targets that are outside the field (like coaches and linesman), as well as ground-truth bounding 
boxes that are cropped by the image boundaries, are added to an ignore list, i.e. they don’t need to be 
matched, but it is not an error if they are matched. 

Our baseline is the publicly available tracker of Zhang et al. [5], which achieves state-of-the-art tracking 
results on pedestrian tracking datasets. We used the standard parameter values which come with the source 
code, except the HOG_DETECT_FRAME_RATIO, which we set to 2 for BL and ISSIA, and to 3 for GH and 
VS allowing to detect small players. As the detector of this tracking procedure generates a lot of false positive 
detections in the audience area, we ignore all its tracked objects outside our field hull 퐻  at time 푡. 

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the MOTA / MOTP of our proposed tracking procedure and the 
procedure of Zhang et al. depending on the overlap threshold for the assignment of the tracked bounding 
boxes to the ground truth. Our system achieves satisfactory MOTA scores for the standard overlap threshold 
of 0.5. With increasing overlap threshold, the accuracy becomes remarkable (up to 0.9 and more). In all cases, 
our results outperform the results of the baseline. Our non-optimized implementation processes about 1-2 
frames per second on an Intel Core2 Quad Q9650. Because of its highly parallel structure, we believe that a 
near real-time performance could be possible. In contrast, the method of Zhang et al. processes 0.1 frames per 
second. 

We provide a publicly available visualization of our tracking results for ISSIA and VS (see [16] and [17]). 
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6. Conclusion 

We proposed an unsupervised online 2D tracking procedure for players in monocular soccer videos that 
applies an efficient determination of local maxima in a confidence map. This map is based on a robust 
combination of soccer-specific (grass color), match-specific (team outfit colors) and general (HOG detector) 
image features. Avoiding a time-consuming sliding-window approach our system allows for a fast player 
tracking that in addition does not require any further input, such as user input or camera parameters. Our 
tracking results achieve high accuracy and outperform a state-of-the-art pedestrian tracker. 
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